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MARYLAND PATE~ L~W ABSOCIATION
PANEL DISCUSSION
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

~~JNG W!U~ER CLAIMS CONTAINING MATHEMATICAL ALGORITRM8
~~~CTED TO PATENTABLE SUBJECT MbTTER UNDER

3S P,8.C, S101

LBLL~WlUl~-ABELE2-PbRT TEST:

the Board's later decision in Ex pa;'te Veldhuis, (BNA PTCJ
Vol. 44 at 486 September 17, 1992) in which a method for replacing
invalid signal samples with~ signal samples - SUFFICIENT.
(SUbject matter is mobile telephone system signals. The Board
relied on Arrhythmia and distinguished Akamatsu on the thin basis
that Akamatsu did not improve the quality of signal but increased
resolution by adding display points.)

~

(3) nata Gathering S~ -

(l) Determine whether a mathematical algorithm (or procedure
to solve a mathematical problem) is directly or indirectly recited
in the claim.

(2) It so, determine whether the mathernatlcal algorithm is
applied, in any manner to physical elements or process steps.

II. OTHER FACTOHS CONSIDERED;

(1) Post S()lution Actiyity - significant or insignificant?

Compare;

(A) Adjusting an Alarm Limit - NOT SUFFICIENT (Parker v,
Flook) 437 U.S. 584 (1978) and

(B) pz-oceee Lnq a windshear signal to provide an
indication of .its magnitUde - NOT SUFFICIENT (Safe Flight
Instrument Corp. v. Sundstrand Data Control, 10 U.S.P.Q.2d 1733
(D. Del. 1989»

!iilll

(C) Processing data to generate a number representing a
measure of specified heart activity - SUFFICIENT
(Arrhythmia Res~9arch Technology Inc. v , corazonix Corp., 22
U.S.P.Q.2d 1033 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

(2) Field of Use Limitations in a claim preamble -

Compare:

(A) IICommissioner-designated" Board panel decision in Ex
parte Akamatsu, 22 U.S.P.Q.2d 1915 (1992) involving. a method for
graphics interpolation in Which display points are stored,
calculated, and interpolated points displayed - NOT SUFFICIENT

lti!;h

Compare:

(A) Method for diagnosing an abnormal condition in a
patient in In re Grams, 12 U.S.P.Q.2d 1824 (Fed. Cir. 1990)
involving gathering and inputting test data, making calculations
and displaying the resulting parameters for determining the
presence of the abnormal condition - NOT SUFFICIENT.

lti!;h

(B) Arrhythmia Research Technology, Inc. v, Corazonix corp ; ,
22 U.S.P.Q.2d 1033 (Fed.Cir. 1992) ....here method and apparatus
claims for analyzing electrocardiograph signals by converting,
applying, determining and comparing the signals to measure "late
potentials ll (a measure of heart activity which according to the
specification may indicate ventricular tachycardia, an acute type
of heart arrhythmia). (Note that the court made reference to the
signals involved and said that the view that there is nothing
necessarily physical about electric signals is incorrect.)

(4) Transformation of $om~~hin~~ -

Compare:

(A) In z-e Richman, 195 U.S.P.Q. 240 (CCPA 1977) where a
method of calculating the airborne radar boresight correction angle
from a plurality of signals sets - NOT SUFFICIENT.

with

(B) In re Taner, 214 U.S.P.Q. 618 (CCPA 1982) where
SUbstantially spherical seismic signals were cOnverted into a form
representing the earth's response to cylindrical or plane waves 
SUFFICIENT.

(5) Structural limitations in Process Claims -

(See the text in the 1989 PTO Legal Analys~s ot S101)
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"process, machine, manufacture, or composition of mailer."
Su Kr .....allt"t Oil Co. 1'. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470. 483. 181
USPQ 673. 679 (1974):

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

III. COMPUTER PROGRAMS

D. Examples

JANUAIIV I, 1991

The reason for the modification of the test was because, as
noted in Ahrlt. 684 F,2d at 909, 214 USPQ at 611l:!;

The algorithm lin Ahelr] does not necessarily refine
or limitthe earlier steps of production and detection as
would be required 10 achieve the status of patentable
subject maller by the board's narrow reading of Waller.

The second test of Abelt suggests that the determination of
whether the algorithm is "applied in any manner to physical
element or process steps" may be made by viewing the claims
without the algorithm and determining whether what remains
is "otherwise statutory:' This analysis focuses on identifying
the statutory process in the claim ami is consistent wilh previous
cases such a. Walttr, 618 F.2d at 769, 205 USPQ at 409 ("E1t
alllinationof each claim demonstrutes th~t each has no substance
ap;ln froUI the calculations involved"). The lechnique of view
ing the claim without the mathematical algorithm is not incon
sistent with the requio:ment that claims must be consideo:d "as
a whole" under § 101.

The requirement that claims be considered "as a whole"
arose out of the now rejected "point of novelty" approach to
statutory subject mailer. Under the "point of novelty" approach,
if a claim considered without the nonstatutory subjeci matter
was unpatentable over the prior att (Le" if the algorithm was
at the "point of noYelty" of lhe claim). lhe claims were found
10 not recite statutory SUbject mailer. This approach was

process claims), the claim being otherwise statutory. the
claim passes rnuster under § 101.lf. however, the mathe
matical algorithm is merely presented and solved by the
claimed invention, as was the case in Brnson and Flook,
and is not applied in any manner to physical elements
or process steps, no amount of post-solution activity will
render the claim statutory; nor is it saved by a preamble
merely reciting the field of usc of the mathematical
algorithm.

The CCPA noted that while the second step of Freeman was
"uated in tenus of preemption" ithad coosistently been applied
"in the spirit of the foregoing principle~."6111 F.2d at 767. 205
USPQ at 407.

In IIlli/t?, the CCPA further modified the second patt of the
test to provide a more comprehensive test, 684 f.2d aI 906-7,
214 USPQ at 686:

AppeUants summarize the Walll'r test as selling forth
lWOends of a spectrum: what is now clearly nonstatu
tory, l.e.. claims in which an algorithm is merely pre
sented and solved by the claimed invention (preemp
tion). and what is clearly statutory, i.e.. claims in which
an algorithm is implemented in a specific manner to
dtfinl' structural rl!1lJtimuhips between the physical
elements of the claim (in an apparutus claim) or 10 refinr
or limit SIt"pS (in a process). Appellants urge that the
statement of the tesl in Walrtr fails to provide a useful
tool for analyzing claims in the "gray area" which falls
between the two ends of that spectrum. We agree thai
the board's understanding and application of the Wafll!'r
analysis justifies appellant's position. However. the
Walter analysis quoted above docs not limit patentable
subject mauer only to claims in which structural rela
tionships or process steps are defined, limited or refined
by the application of the algorithm.

Rather, Walt..r should be read as requiring no more
than that the algorithm be "applied in any manner to
physical elements or process steps," provided that hs
application is circumscribed by more than II Field of use
limitation or non-essential post-solution activity. Thus,
if lhe claim would be "otherwise slatutory," id., albeit
inoperative or less useful without the algorithm, the
claim likewise presents Slatutory subject mailer when
the algorithm is included. This broad reading of Wetlter,
we conclude. is in accord with the Supreme Court de
cisions (holding "that a claim drawn to subject mailer
otherwise statutory does not become nonstatutory sim
ply because it uses a mathematical formula, computer
program. or digital computer," Diammld v. Dirhr, 450
U.S. at 187, 209 USPQ at 8),

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

If it appears that the mathematical algorilhm is imple
mented in a specific manner to define structural rela- I
tionships between the physical elements of Ihe claim (in
apparatus claims) or to refine or limil claim steps (in

First, it must be determined whether the claim directly
or indirectly recites an "algorithm" in the Bl'nson sense
of that term, for a claim which fails even to recite an
algorithm clearly cannot wholly preempt an algorithm.
Second, the claim must be funher analyzed to ascenain
whethcr in its entirety it wholly pt'eempts that algorilhm.

In 1978, lhe Suprcmc Court held in Flook that a claim need
"not ... cover every con~'eivable applic:nion of the formula"
to be nonstatutory. 437 U.s. at 5116. 1911 USPQ 11.1 196. This
decision left undenned what constitutes statutory subject maner,
In Walltr, the CCPA modified the secood step of Frttfllan to
require a more positive approach 10delermining what isclaimed,
61l:! F.2d at 767,205 USPQ 11.1 407:

II mathematical formula, compulfr program. or digital
computer.•.. /Iln Parkrr I'. Flook we stated that "a
process is not unpatentable simply because it contains
a law of nature or a mathematical algorithm:' 437 U.S.
at 590. It is now commonplace that an applicatioll of
a law of nature or mathematical- formula to a known
structure ur process may We'll be deserving of patent
protection. As Justice Stone e1tplained four decades ago:

"While a scientific truth. or the mathematical
expression of it, is not a patentable invention, a
novel and useful structure created with me aid of
knowledge of sclentlflc truth may be." Mad.ay
Radio" Trfrgr<JphCo. v. RudioCurp. afAmerica,
306 U.S. 86, 94 (1939). [Citations omitted.]

The Supreme Courl thus recognizes lhat mmhc!maticlll algO'
rithms are "the basic tools of scientific and technological
work." Benson. 409 U.s. at 67. 175 USPQ at 675, and should
not bethe subject of exclusive rights. whereas technological ap
plication of scientific principles and mathematical algorithms
furthers the con5lilutional purpose of promoting "the Progress
of ... Useful arts," U.S. Ccnsr. art. I. § 8_11is also recognized
that mathematical algotithms may be the most precise way to
describe the invention.

Where claims involve mathematical algorithms, as stated in
In re Abete, 684 f.2d 902, 907, 214 USPQ 682. 687 (CCPA
1982):

The goal is to answer the question "Wh:u did applicants
invent?" If the claimed invention is a mathematical
algorithm. it is improper subject mallet for patent pro
tection, whereas if the claimed invention is an applica
tion of the algorithm. § 101 will not bar the grant of
a patent,

The tests for delennining whether claims containing mathe
matical algorithms are statutory have' gradually evolved in the
courts since the Supreme Court's decision in Brllsall in 1972.

B. Evolution of thr two-part test for mathrmatical
algorithm-statutory subjtct matter

The proper legal analysis ofmathemali cal algorithm-statutory
subject mailer cases is the two-pan lest of In re Preemon, 573
F.2d 1237, 197 USPQ464 (CCPA 1978). as modified by Walltr
and Abtfr. Stt In rt Meyer. 688 F.2d 789. 7%, 215 USPQ 193,
198 (CCPA 1982) ("A more comprehensive test for cases
involving mathematical algorithms is set forth in In re Ahrlt").
A review of the evolution of the analysis provides some useful
insights into the application of the test.

In BtnSOIl.the Supreme Court concluded that claims directed
to a particular algorithm for converting binary coded decimal
numbers to binary numbers was not slatutory subject matter.
The Supreme Court further concluded that any patent issued
on those claims "would Wholly pre-empt the mathematical
formula and in practical effect would be a patent on the algorithm
itself." 409 U.S. at 72, 175 USPQ at 676. These two conclusions
fonned the basis for the two-pan analysis of the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals (CCPA) in Freeman, 573 F.2d at
1245, 197 USPQ at 411:

1122TMQO «0
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II. Murhenlatical Algorithms
A, Matht"matical algorithms per St orr not a

statutory "process" under Ii /01

A mathematical algorithm is defined as a "procedure for
solving a given type of mathematical problem." Gottschalk v,
BtIlSOn, 409 U.S. 63, 65, 175 USPQ 673. 614 (1972); Fltlok,
437 U.s. at 585 n.t , 198 USPQ at 195 n.f ; Diehr, 450 u.S. at
186, 209 USPQ at 8. Mathematical algorithms are nonstatutory
because they have been deTermined not to fall within the § 101
statutory class of a "process." 8rlutln. "IA)n algorithm, or
mathematical formula, is like a law of nature. which cannot be
the subject of a patent:' Diehr, 450 U.S. at 186,209 USPQ at
8. The e)\ception applies only to mathematical algorithms since
any process is an "alg.orithm" in the sen>c:that it is II step·by
step procedure to arrive at a given result. In rt Walur, 618 F.2d
158.764 n.4. 205 USPQ 397. 405 n.4. (CCPA 1980): Pardo.
6114 F.2d at 915. 214 USPQ at 676.

Although mathematical algorithms prr sl' are nonSTatutory,
as stated in Dil'hr, 45~ U.s. at 187-88,209 USPQ 8t 8-9:

The obligation (0 determine what type of discovery is
sought to be patented must precede the derenmnauon
of whether that discovery is. in fact. new ILe., novel
under § 102) or obvious [§ 103].

Set also In re Sarkar, 588 F.2d 1330, 1333 n.io, 200 USPQ
132. 137 n.IO (CCPA 1978) ("If the subject mailer as claimed
is subject to patenting, Le.• if it falls within § 101. it mua rhem
be examined for compliance with §§ 102 and 103").

Legislative history indicates that Congress contemplated that
the SUbject mailer provisions be given a broad construction and
were intended to "include anything under the sun that is made
by man." Dtamondv. Chakraborty, 447 U.S. at 309, 206 USPQ
at 197. Any process. machine, manufacture, or composition of
mailer constitutes statutory subject mauer unless it falls within
a judicially determined exception to § 101. In re Pardo. 684
F.2d 912, 916. 214 USPQ 673. 677 (CCPA 1982). Exceptions
include laws of nature, physical phenomena and abstract ideas.
Diehr, 450 U.S. 11.1185, 209 USPQ at 7, and cases cited therein.
This analysis addresses whether mathematical algorithms and
computer programs are statutory subject rnauer.

IN]o patent is available for a discovery. however use
ful. novel, and noncbvlous, unless it falls within one of
the express categories of patentable subject mailer of
35 U.S.C. § 101.

IA] claim drawn to sUbjcct matter otherwise statutory
docs not become nonstatutory simplY because il uses

Subject mailer that docs not fall within one of the statutory
classes of 35 U.S.C, § 101 is said 10 be "nonstatutory" or to
be "unpatentable subject matter."

The broad language of § 101 is intended to dilineate a "gen
eral industrial boundary" of patentable Inverulon. In re Btrgy,
596 F,2d 952, 974n.ll. 201 USPQ352, 372 n.11 (CCPA 1979).
"acatrd, 444 U.S. 1028, afJ'd sub nom., Diamond v. Chakra
barry, 441 u.s. 303. 206 USPQ 193 (1980). The first statutory
class. process, is defined in 35 U.S.C. § lOO(b) lind refers to
acts. while the last Threeclasses, machine, manufacture and cern,
position ofmailer ,refer to physical /hingr: therefore. the general
field of patentable invention consists ofnew acts and new things.
Id. The classes relevant to this discussion arc "process" and
"machine." A "process" is equivalent to II "method." Bergy,
596 F.2d lit 965. 201 USPQ at 364. The term "machine" is used
interchangeably with "apparatus:' In re Prater, 415 F.2d 1393.
1395 n.II, 162 USPQ 541, 543 n.1I (CCPA 1969),

The question of whether aclaimed invention satisfies the other
condition. for patentability is "Wholly apart from whether the
invention falls into a category of statutory subject matter"
(emphasis deleted). Diamond v, Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 190,209
USPQ 1.9 (1981) (citing Brrgy. 596 F.2d at 961, 201 USPQ
at 361). As Slated in Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584. 593,198
USPQ 193. 198-99 (1978):

FRED E. McKELVEY
Solicitor
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The following represents a recent legal analysis done by
Associate sortcncrLee E. Barrett, an attorney in the Office of
the Solicitor of the Patent and Trademark Office. on the subject
of the patentability of mathematical algorithms and computer
programs. The analysis is published for the benefit of the public.
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COIl~hICIlII)'rejected by the CCPA. Sf(' I" reChulfidd. 545 F.2d
152. 191 USPQ 7.10 {CCi'A 1976), ern. rknird. 4.14 U.S. 875

, {1977}: III rl' Drench, 553 F.2l.l fi1':9, 193 USPQ 645 (CePA
1971); 1/1 It de Castelrt, 562 F.2d 1236. 195USPQ 439 (CePA
1917); FI'('rn"IIl; S"r~/Ir; II'ul/fr, The point of novelty approach
was finaH)' putto rest in Dirhr, 450 U.S. at IRK-S9. 209 USPQ

• at 'J;
In dctcmuning rhe eligibility of respondents' claimed

process for patent protection under § 101, their claims
must be considered as a whole. It is inappropriate 10
dissect the claims into old and new elements and then
to ignorethe presence of the: old elements in the analysis.

. . The "novehy" of any element or steps in a process,
or even of the process itself, is of no relevance in de
rcrmining whether the subject maucr of a claim ralls
within the § lOl categories of possibly patentable
suhjecl matter.

Under the second lesl or Abl'lt', thc claims are considered
without the algorithm to determine whcrhcr what rcmains is
"otherwise statutory." nn/to determine whether what remains

. is novel and noncbvlcus.

C. Application of the MO·p"" test
I. Step I . presence of ~, mulh.'malical algorithm

a. Mll/hemulical algorithm

A mathematicalalgorithm is a "procedure for solving a given
type of mathernancal problem." In this sense, a mathematical
algorithm refers "to methods ofcalculanon, mathematical for
mulus, and mathematical procedures generally," Walter, 618
F,2,J at 764·65 n.a, 205 USPQ at <105 n.4. "The type of marhe
uuutcat computation involved docs not determine whether a
procedure is slalulory or nonstalulory." In re GelnOI·orch. 595
F.2d 32, 41, 201 USPQ 1J6, 145 (CCPA 1979). A "claim for
an impro\led melhod of calculation, c\len when tied to a specific
end use, is unpatentable subject matter under § IO\," Flook,
437 U.S. al 595n.18, 198 USPQ at 199 n.18.

Mathemalical algorithms may r<~present scientific principles,
laws of nature. or ideas or menIal processcs for sol\ling complex
problems. Ser Me)'er, 688 F.2d al 794-95,215 USPQ al 197:

Scientific principles, such as lhe rclalionship between
mass and energy IE =mcll, and laws of nature, such
as the acccleration of gravity, namely a =32 ft./sec. l

,

can be represemed in mathematical fOffilat. Howe\ler,
some mathematical algorithms and fOffilulae do not
represent $Cientific principles or laws of nature; they
represent ideas or mental processes and are simply
logical \lehicles for communicating possible solutions
to complex problcms.

Sre also Soft Flighl InstrumentCorp. v. SumlstrQ"dDala Can_
Iml, Inc.. 706 F. Supp. 1146, 10 USPQ2d 1733 (D.DeI. 1989)
{malhematical algorithm rerresenling II natural phenomenon,
windshear}. No distinction is made belween mathematical al.
gorithms in\lenled by man, and mathematical algorithms rep
resenting discoverics or scientilic principles and laws of nature
which rC\lcal a relmionship that has always existed.

b. "{'muss" I'ersus "flpporalus~ claims

Since mathematical algorithms ha\le been detcnnined not to
fall within the § 101 Slatutory class of a "process:' altCmpts
ha\le been made to circum\lcnt th'e nonstatutory subject mailer
rejection by drafting mathematical algorithms as "machine"
claims. The lechnique used is to d!aftthe method steps in lerms
of "means for" language pemlil1(~d by 35 u.s.c. § 1 I2, sixth
paragraph. While such a claim i:; technically a·"machine" or
"apparalus" claim, the courts ha\le held that fonn of the claim
does nut control whether lhe subjccl m~ll1er is statutory. See In
(l'MaliCOrps, 609 F.2d 4111,485, 203 USPQ812,815·16(CCPA
1979):

Labels are nol detenninative in § 101 inquiries. "Btn
sonapplies equally whether an invenlion is claimed liS
an apparalus or process, becausc lhe form of lhe claim
is often an exercise in drafting." In rt Johnson, 589 F.2d
1070, 1077, 200 USI'Q 199, 206 (ICCPAj 1978).
''Though IIclaim e"pressc~d in 'means for' (functional)

1122 TMOO «I
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terms [under 35 U.S,C. § 112, sixth paragraph] is said
to be an apparalus claim, the subjecl mailer as a whole
of that claim may be indistinguishllble from that of a
method claim drawn to the steps performed by the
'means.": III rt Freeman, 573 F.2d al 1247, 197 USPQ
at 472. Moreover. thaI the claimed computing system
may be a "machine" within "the ordinary sense of the
word," as appellant argues, is irrelevant. The holding
in Benson"forecloses a purely literal reading of § 101,"

The test for detcrmining whether "means for" apparatus
claims should be treated as method claims is stated in \Valter,
618 F.2d at 768, 205 USPQ at 408:

If the Iunctionally-deflned disclosed means and their
equivalents are so broad that they encompass any and
every means for performing the recited functions, the
apparatus claim is an euempt to exalt form over sub
stance since the claim is really to lhe method or series
of functions itself. _ .. In such cases the burden must
be placed on the applicant 10 demonstrate that the claims
are truly drawn to specific apparatus distinct from other
apparatus capable or performing the identical functions.

If this burden has norbeen discharged, the apparatus
claim will be treated as if il were drawn to the method
or process which encompasses a1l of the claimed
"means," Set III rr MOllcorps, 609 F.2d at 4R5, 203
USPQ at 815-816; In reJohnson, 589 F.2d 11.11077, 200
USPQ at 206; III re Freeman, 573 F.2d at 1247, 197
USPQ at 472, The statutory nature (If the claim under
§ JOI willthen depend on whether lhe corresponding
method is statutory.

SualsoMe)'er, 688 F.2d at 795 n.3, 215 USPQ al 198 n.3; Ahelt,
684 F.2d at 909, 214 USPQ at 688; Pardo, 684 F.2d at 916 n.6,
214 USPQ at 677 n.6; Arshol II. Vni/rd Slutes, 621 F.2d 421,
427-28,208 USPQ 397, 404 (Ct. CI. 1980), em. denitd, 449
U.S. 1077 (1981), reh'g dellitd, 450 U.S. 1050 (1981). In
Mal/corps, lhe limitation of \larious "means" in claim I to
include cenain "electric circuits" did not pre\lenl the claim from
being treated aSIlmethod. A claim is not presumed to be statutory
simply because it is in apparatus form.

c. Form of the mathematical algorithm

The first stepoflhe analysis is to dl."termine whelher the claim
directly or indirectly reches a malhematical algorilhm. A mathe
matical algorithm can appear in many forms. As stated in Fru
man, 573 F.2d at 1246, 197 USPQat 471:

The manner in which a claim recites a mathemalical
algorithm may \lary considerably. In some claims, a
formula or equation may be expressed in tradiiional
mathematical symbols so as to be immediatcly rccog
nizableas a mathematical algorithm.S('t,l'.~.. III ft Rich
man, 563 F.2d 1026, 195 USPQ 340 <(CCPAl 1977):
IIIrt FlooJ:., 559 F.2d 21,195 USPQ 9 ([CCPA) 1977),
cerl. gronttd sub nom.. ParJ:.er I'. FlooJ:., [437 U.S. 584J
(1978), Olher claims may use prose to express a malhe
matical computation or to indireclly recite a mathemati
cal equation or formula by means of a prose equi\lalent
therefor. Su, e.~"ln re de Cosull't, sllpru (claims 6 and
7); III rt Vloldbaum, 559 F.2d 611, 194 USPQ 465
({CCPA} 1977). A claim which substitutes, for a mathe
matical formula in algebraic form, "words which mean
the same lhing:' nonelheless recites an algorithm in the
Bl'IIson sense. In rr Riclrmon,supra 563 F.2d at 1030,
195 USPQ at 344, Indeed, the claims at issue in BnlSon
did nol contain a fomlllla or equation expressed in
mathemalieal symbols.

Claims which includ~ malhematical formulas or calculations
expressed in mathematical symbols clearly include a mathemati
cal algorithm. Mathematical algorithms in prose form may be
expressed as literallTanslations or the mathcmalical algorithm
(e.g., subSlituting the 'expression "di\lision" or "taking the
ratio" for a division sign) or may be expresscd in words which
indicale the mathematical algorithm. Set Suft Flight InSlrUmtnl,
706 F. Supp. at 1148, 10 USPQ2d at 1734 (subtracting); Abrlt,
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684 F.2d at 908 n.B, 214 USPQ at 6~7 n.8 ("The algorithm.
calculating the difference, is defined in the specification as a
Gaussian weighting function"); In re Taller,681 F.2d 787, 790,
214 USPQ 678, 61\1 (CCPA 191:12) (summing); In re lolvnon,
5119 F.2d 1070, 1079, 200 USPQ 199, 208 (CCPA 19711)
("'compuling' connotes the execution M one or a sequence of
mathematical cperurions''): In re Waldballffl, 559 F,2d 611, 194
USPQ 465 (CCPA 1977) (method or claim I "to COUnt" the
number or busy lines "selves a mathematical problem, 10 wit,
('ollntinga number of busy lines in a telephone system," In f('

Bradley,600 F.2d 807, 810 n.4, 202 USPQ 480, 484 n.4 (CCPA
1979), affd hy all t'lllall.r divided "Ollrt suh nom.. Diamand
v. Bradfty, 450 U.S. 381, 209 USPQ 97 (1981») •

Ie is not always possible 10 determine by inspection of the
claim whether il indirectly reclres a malhematicalalgorithm; in
such instances the analysis urequires caref..1 interprer.ltion of
each claim in the light of its supponing disclosure." Jahnson,
589 F.2d al 1079,200 USPQ at 208. Stt also id. at 1078-79,
200 USPQ at 208 ("the flow diagrams which form pan or the
specification disclose explicit mathematical equations Which are
10 be used in conjunction with each of mese [claimed] steps
lof 'determining' or 'correlating']"); Waldbaum, 559 F.2d 611,
194 USPQ 465 ("series or steps for manipulaling binary
numbers withina procedure for calculating the number of binary
l's and O's present" was considered a mathematical algorithm,
Gelnovasch,595 F.2d at 39, 201 USPQat 143); In rtShrrwood,
613 F,2d 809, 818, 204 USPQ 537, 54S (CCPA 1980), cert.
dtnird, 450 U.S. 994 (1981) ("claims must be said 10 include
the indirect recitation or a mathematical equation"); Me)~r, 688
F.2d at 795, 215 USPQ at 198 (claims indirectly "recite II
mathematical algorithm, which represents IImental process that
a neurologist should fellow"),

2. Step 2- is tht mallr~maticQI algorilhm ~oppJied

i" a"y manner /0 physical t!ements or prOetss
SUps?"

The second lest is 10 determine whelher the malhematica!
algorilhm is "applied in any manner to physical elements or
process steps." The guideline for the analysis should be the
CCPA's suggestion in Abelt 10 view the claim without the
mathematical algorilhm 10 determine whether what remains is
"otherwise statutory"; if il is, il does not become nonstatutory
simply because it uses a mathematical algorithm. It is recogni7.ed
that "ltlhe line between a palentable 'process' and an unpat
entable 'principle' is not always clear." FlooJ:., 437 U.S. at 589,
198 USPQ al 197. There are no definiti\le "tests for determining
whether a claim positi\lely recites statulory subjecl matler,"
Meyer, 6118 F.2d at 796 n.4, 215 USPQ al198 n.4. Ne\lenheJess,
some useful guidelines may be synthesized out of the eoun
decisions.

a. Post-solutia/l aClbdry
If the only limitation aside from the mathematical algorithm

is insignificant or non-essential ''post-solution 3Cti\lity," the
claimed subject matter is nonstatutory. Flook, 437 U,S. at 590,
198 USPQ at 197:

The notion thar post-solulion acliVity . _. ean lransronn
an unpatentable principle into a patentable process ex
alts form o\ler substance. A competent draftsman could
allach some form of post-solution activity to almost any
mathematical formula: thc Pythagorean theorem would
not ha\le been patenlable, or partially patentable. be
cause a patent application contained a final step indi
cating that the rormula, when sol\led, could be usefully
applied to exisling surveying techniques.

Insignificant post-solution acti\lity by itself is insuffiCient to
constitute IIstatulOry process. In Flook, the final slepof adjusling
an alarm limil was not sufficienl. Set also Saft Flight (final step
of "means for procl."ssing Said winds hear signal to provide an
indicalion representing the magnitudc thereur' nol sufficienl);
Ahelt, 684 F.2d at 909, 214 USPQ at 688 (final step of display:
"lhat the result is displayed as a shade of gray rather than liS
simply a number pro\lides no grealer or beller infonnation,
considering the broad range of applications encompas'iCd by
Ihe claims"); Waluf, 618 F.2d 3t770, 205 USPQ lit 409 (final
slep in dependent claim of magnetic recortling: "If § 101 could
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be satisfied by the mere recordation of lhe results of a ncnstatu.
tory process on some record medium, even the most unskilled
patent draftsman could provide for such a step"); G..IIIOI'Otclt,
595 F.2d al41 n.7, 201 USPQ at 145 n.7 (final step of storing
outputs: "each of the steps of the claimed process, except
perhaps the final step of equating the process outputs to the
vetoes of the last set of process inputs. directly or intlirectly
recites a mathematical computation"]; Sorkor, 588 F.2d at 1332
n.6, 200 USPQ at 136 n.6 (final step of constructing an obsrruc
tion at a local ion determined by a mathematical model: "Sarkar
no longer relies upon bridge of dam construction as post-SOlution
ectiviry steps effectlve to bring his process within § lOIn); de
Casttft'/, 562 F.2d al 1244, 195 USPQ al 446 (linal step of
transmiuing: "That ure computer is instructed to IrJnsmit
electrical signals, represerning the result of its calculations ..
, does not uansform the claim into one for a process merely
usin.~ an algorithm',.

The absence of post-solution activity or the facl that any post
solution activity may be lrivial is only one factor to be consid
ered. On one hand, as Slated in lVolt..r, 618 F.2d at 767-68, 205
USPQ at 407:

if the end-product of a claimed invention is a plire
number, as in Renson and Flook, the invention is non
statutory regardless or any post-solution activity which
makes it available for use by a person or machine for
other purposes,

On the other hand, as staled in Abdr, 684 F,2d al 908 n.9,
214 USPQ at 687 n.9:

"the racl that [the] equal ion is the final step is not
determinative of the section 101 issue."ln re Richman,
563 F.2d at 1030, 195 USPQ a1343. Accord,I" rr TUllt",
681 F.2d 787 ([CCPAI 1982), O\'erruling In re Oris·
ItflSrll,478 F.2d 1392, 178 USPQ 35 ([CCPAI1973).

The particular order of the slep.~ should not be determinati\le
of the stalutory subject matter inquiry.

b. Field of USt {imila/jolls

A mathemalical algorithm is not made slalulory by "allempt
ing to limit the usc of the formula to a particular technological
en\lironment," Dirhr, 450 U.S. al 191, 209 USPQ al 10. Thus,
"field of usc" or "end usc" limitations in the claim preamble
llI'e insufficient to constitute a statutory process. This is eon
sistenl Wilh the usual trealment of preambles as merely selling
fonh the environment. Sf(' Floak (the preamble, while limiling
Ihe appliclltion or the claimed method to "a procen comprising
the catalytic chemical con\lersion or hydrocarbons" did not
seNe to render the method statutory): WI/ller,618 F.2d at 769,
205 USPQ at 409 ("Although the claim preambles relme the
claimed in\lentio:lto the art of seismic prospecting, the claims
themsel\les are not drawn to melhods of or apparatus for seismic
prospecting"); de COSIt/et, 562 F.2d at 1244 n.6, 195 USPQ
al 446 n.6 ("The potenlial for misconstruclion or preamble
language requires thaI compe11ing reason exist before that
language may be given weight"). Campart lVufdbaunr, 559
F.2d at616 n.6, 194 USPQ469 n.6 (portion of preamhies referred
to in method ponion of claims "are necessary for compleleness
of the claims and are proper limitations lhereto").

c. Dtfla-.~ath('fillg s/t'ps

If the only limitations in the claims in addilion to lhe mathe
matical algorilhm are data-gathering steps which "mt:rely de
termine \lalues for the \lariablcs used in the mathematical
formulae used in making the calculalions," such anteCedellt
steps are insuflicient to change a nOnstatutory method of
calculation into a statutory process_ Ste In rt'Richman,563 F.2d
at 1030, 195 USPQ a1343; SarJ:.ar, 588 F.2d at 1335,200 USPQ
al 139 ("If the steps of gathering and substituting \lalues weTC
alone sufficient, e\lery mathematical equation, formula, or
algorithm ha\lillg any praCtical use would he per se subject 10
patenting as a 'process' under § 101"): Gelno\'Qtch, 595 F;2d
at 41 n.7, 201 USI'Q at 145 n.7 (Uclaimed step of penurb~ng

the values of a sel of process inputs (step 3), in addition to hemg
IImathematical op.:ration, IIppears to be IIdala-galhering slep"),
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The claim as a whole certainly defines apparalUs in the form
of a combination ofimerrclated means and we eannot discern
any logical reason why it should nOI be deemed Slnlutory
subject matter as either a machine or a manufacture as speci
fied in §101. The fact that the apparalUs operates according
loan algorithm does nOImake it nonstatutory.... We Iherefore
hold thaI Ihe claim is dirC(:led 10 statutory subj~ct mailer.

Because Ihe Court determined a ROM to be a specific piece
of apparatus for implementing a table look-up funetion, and not
as broad as a means.plus-function recilation, appellants earried
their burden of demonstaning that Ihe claim is "truly drawn
to specific apparatus distinct frollT other apparatus capable of
perfonlling the identical functions," Waller, 618 F.2d al 768,
205 USPQ at 408; as a mailer of claim interpretation, lhe claim
cannot be treated as equivalent to a method. The Walttr tesl
for whether an apparatus claim is equivalenltO a method claim
is the same as applying the Frttman-Wal/rr test to an apparatus
claim. Stt la r~ Mauwrps, 609F.2d 481, 486, 203 USPQ K12,
816 (CCPA 1979) (application of second pan of two·pan
FrttmOlI tesllO appartus claim in "means for" format considers
whelher the "claimed invention as a whole comprises each and
every means for can;Ying OUI a [mathematical algorithmJ").

Once it is determined that the claim is truley drawn to specific
apparatus, it necessarily follows that the apparatus is statutory
subject mallet under §IOI. True apparatus does 11.01 invoke the
mathematical algorithm exception because the mathematical
algorithm remains fre\: for use by anyone not employing the
specific apparatus, i.e., lhere is no preemption, in whole or pan.
of Ihe mathematical algorilhm itself. Stt In rt Bernhart, 417
F.2d 1395,1399.163 USPQ611, 616 (CCPA 1969){"amember

'the Patent and Trademark Office's (PTa's) policy on the
p3tentilbililY of claims reciling matcmatknl algorithms and
computer programs, published at 1106 Off. Gal. Pal. Office 5
12 (Sept 5, 1989), is unaffected by In re twahashi, 1188 F.2d
1370, 12 USPQ2d 19H.0 (Fed. eir, 1989). The folloWing
comments arc intended as the PTa's lmerpreunlon or lwahashi.

twahuthi reversed a rejection or appellants' apparatus claim
I (the sole claim] under 35 U.S.C. §IOI. The rejection main
tained that claim I was directed to nonstatutory subject mailer
in the form of a mathematical algorithm. Appellants developed
an approximationto the conventional equation for auto-corre
lation coefficients for use in pattern recognition which uses a
term which is Ihe square of the sum or two variables. instead
of the product of the two variables. Appellants' claim to an auto
correlation unit is in "means-plus-function" format except for
a recited "read only memory" ("ROM") for implementing the
squaring term. PTa argued Ihat the term "read only memory"
as used in this claim is as broad as a means-plus-function
recitation with Ihe result that the claim is effectively entirely
in means-plus-function format and indistinguishable for §101
purposes from a method claim; it was argued that such a
corresponding method claim would be nonstatutory. SI'~ III re
Freeman, 573 F.2d 1237, 1247, 197 USPQ 464, 472 (CCPA
1978);In re Woller, 618 F.2d 758, 768, 205 USPQ 397, 407
08 (CCPA 1980); 1/1rt Abrle, 684 F.2d 902,909, 214 USPQ
682,688 (CCPA 1982); In rt M~Yf'r, 6118 F.2d 789, 796, 215
USPQ 193, 198·99 (CCPA 1982);and II06Off.Ga1..Pat.Orliee
at 8, under "'Process' versus 'apparatus' e1aims." PTO also
argued that appellanls' apparatus claim is nonstatutory when
directly analy1.ed according to the two-pan Frumun·Waltt'r test
because (I) it recites a mathematical algorithm and (2) the
algorithm does not "define" a structural relationship between
physical elements and is not "applied" in any manner to
physical elements. .

The Federal Circuit determined Ihat a read only memory is
a "terml! well understood by Ihose skilled in the an," 888 F.2d
at 1372, 12 USPQ2d at 1909, and that the claimed read only
memory element "is not in means-plus-function form," id. at
1373, 12 USPQ2d at 1909, but "is a specific piece of
apparatus," id. at 1375, 12 USPQ2d at 1912. The Coun states
that appellants' apparatus claim does nOImeet the second part
of the Fruman·Wal/u test, detailing the relationship between
Ihe ROM and the other means in the claim. Therefore, Ihe Court
concluded, ;d. at 1375,12 USPQ2d at 1911:

and equivalents merecr. Under this suggestion, even a claim
which is entirely in means-plus-function format could not be
treated as indixtinguishuble from a corre~pol\dillg method dail1l
for §101 purposes. Such a result would be directly contrary to
precedent. including Freeman, 1Ye/llo'r, Ah<'1l' and ,\[<'.I"I'r. In the
opinion of the PTa, meanx-plus-Iuncticn limitalions should be
not treated differently for § 10I purposes than for § 10:! and § 1OJ
purposes for rejections over prior art. Indeelt, during pmsecuuon
claims should he given their broadest rc ..sonable lntcrpremtion.
Sl'i' In re Z/.·I:. _ F.2d _, _, 13 USI'Q2d 1J20, LUI
22 (Fed. Cir. 1989). The issue of claim scope should be treated
as a mailer or burden of proof: examiners should give "means
for"limilations their broadest reasonable iuterprcmtion and then
it is applicant's burden to show that the functionally-defined
disclosed means do not encompass any and every means for
performing the recited functions. Sre WI/llt'r, 618 F. 2d at 168,
205 USPQ al 4011 ("the burden must be placed on the applicant
10 demonsuare th'tt the claims are truly drawn to sp.:cific
appurutus"); M..)'~r, 688 F.2d 31796 n.6, 215 USPQ at 199 n.6
and corresponding lelll; tn re Mul,ltr, 716 F.2d 1542, 1549,219
USPQ 1119, 196 (Fed. CiT. 1911J) (involving a"means for"
limitation in a § 103 rejection: "Appellants have neither asserted
nor shown that Ilhe reference] structure is not the equivalent
of Ihe structure disclosed in their specification [for performing
the function, as stated by the beard]").

JAMES E. DENNY
Ar/i'I," AssiswlII Commissioller

for PO/tilts

Feb. IS, 1990

of the public: would have to do much more thanu~ the equ:ttions
to infringe any ofthese {apparatus] d~i",,"); Freeman, 573 F.2d
at 12·:7 n.II, 197 USPQ at 472 n.11 (vthe catcutanon method
lin dependent claim 10/remained free for use by anyone not
employing the entre apparatus or claim 9"). lmportanny, as the
lwahashi Court notes: [tJhe fuelthat ;lpp~ralusoperates ucccrd
ing to an algorithm does not make it nonstatutory,' !l88 F.2d
at 1J75, 12 USPQ2d at 1911. SrI.' Freeman. 573 F.2d al 1247
n.IO, 197 USpQ at 472 n.IO I" A claim to a new, useful. and
unobvlous computer, describing Ihat computer in tTulystructural
terms. would not be rejectable on the ground that the only known
use for that computer is the performance or unpatentable
methods of calculation.").

The Court's holding that the claim defines apparatus ~cause
of ROM is a specific piece of apparatus for1mplernenllng the
mathematical algorithm is consistent whh precedent and PTO
potiey a~ sct forth atll060f[ Gal. Pal. Office 5-12. Every ease,
however, must be determined on its facts and. to be ecnsistem
with previous decisions, lM"uhashi does not "hold Ihat the mere
presence of apparatus language in II claim will, of ltsclf, save
Ihat claim from rejection as nonstatutory." id. at 1247 n.II, 197
USPQ at 472 n.ll. Under Wull~r, the inquiry with every ap
paratus claim should be whether Ihe apparatus encompasses an)'
and every means for performing the recited functions and, if
this appears 10 be the case. the burden should be placed on the
applicant to show that it docs not.

The Court's dicta in foolnote I (the sole footnote) suggests
thaI § 112 16 may require Ihe PTa 10 eonslrue means-plus
function limitatiun to the apparatUs disclosed in the lIpplieation

Nutlee InlerprelinR In Re lwahashl
(Fed. o-. 19119)

(188)Arl!u~hly. other cxccpucns such as "methods ofdoing bust
11<"'" and "menta! steps" may be raised if a claim is not a true
<;mnpulcr process, hUI merely recites that all otherwise nonstaru
rUT}' process is performed on a ~·lJlI1pulcr.ll(' Castelct, .%2 F.2d
;11 1~-l-l. I\lS USI'Q at 447 ("Claims to nonstatutory processes
do not automurically and invariublc become patentable upon in
emlll,ration of reference to apparatus"). These would appear
to be exceptions with very narrow application 10 claims which
arc not limited 10 implementation by a machine. For example,
while a "method of doing business" pt" $,' is not statutory
subject mutter, "a method of operation on a computer 10 er
Icctuatea business activity" has been held 10be statutory subject
lT1;l1h:r. Paine. lVi'bber v. Muril! Lynch, 564 F.Supp. at 1369.
218 USPQ at 220. S.'t' also DeUlJl'h, 553 F.2d aI 692 n.5, 193
USPQ at 648 n.5 (claims were not a method of doing business
becau\\: "[tjhey do nOI merely facilitate business dealings");
lllil/IJ/O/I. rf'l·'J 011 mturgrounds, Dunn \'. Johnston(apparatus
claims directed 10 system for automatic record- keeping of bank
checks and deposits did not cover a method of doing business).
Similarly, machine or computer implementation of "menial
SICPS" is statutory subject mailer. Prater; In re Bernhart, 417
F.2d 1J95, 163 USPQ 611 (CCF'A 1969); III re Musgral'l', 431
F.2d 8R2, 167 USI"'Q 2RO (CCPA 1970). SrI' also Tama
(computer implemented method for translation of natural lan
guages is-statutory).
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